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1. Introduction
Alongside the website and workshops, the TSGN webinars are another important information
source and empowerment tool for the National Focal Points. These webinars will be
organised a total of six times during the project lifetime.
The webinars have four primary goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To inform
To train
To help
To discuss

Most webinars consist of different presentations on certain topics to provide knowledge to the
NFP’s.
Fred Dotter was the mediator of this webinar. Fred gave a short introduction and an
explanation about GoToWebinar. He introduced Harmen Krusemeijer (DTV) and Katja Karba
(Sinergija). Harmen gave a presentation about the art of networking and Katja gave a
presentation about the Slovenian network.

2. Agenda
Time

Topic

Speaker

10.00 – 10.05

Introduction

Fred Dotter MOB21

10.05 – 10.20

How to keep your network
vivid

Harmen Krusemeijer DTV

10.20 – 10.30

Discussion

10.30 – 10.45

A vivid network in Slovenia

10.45 – 10.55

Discussion

10.55 – 11.00

Questions & Answers

Katja Karba Sinergija DA
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3. Participants
nr
1

Last Name
Marta
Lasse

First Name
Carvalho (PT)

NFP
Brand

2

NFP
Lucia

Ilieva

3

NFP
Helena

Koefler

4

NFP
Laure

Duhorane

5

NFP
Katja

Karba

6

NFP
Danuse

Strnadova

7

NFP
Patrick

Jacquemin

8

NFP
Matthias

Scheid

9

NFP
Georgia

Veziryianni

10

NFP
marjan

frederix

11

Core
Willem

Buijs

12

Core/NFP
Lorenzo

Bertuccio

13

NFP
Fred

DOTTER

14

Core
John

Colclough

15

Core
Marit

16

Role

Gresnigt
Core NFP

In total 16 people took part in the webinar. Four persons were present from the core group,
all others were the target group – National Focal Points. The webinar lasted 1 hour.
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4. Presentations
4.1 Presentation 1: The art of networking (Harmen Krusemeijer)
Harmen gave a presentation about the art of networking.
He identified and explained 7 basic rules to build a network. The rules are basic rules which
he translated to the TSGn. It is important to learn from other similar networks. The bonus rule
is patience. You need to gain trust (and this can be time consuming) before they jump in and
start sharing.
He also gave some practical tips to involve your local network. One tip is to make a balanced
decision between big national events or small local events like drinks in a local club. It is
important to combine fun and functional elements at an event
Social networks can be very helpful for networking. It is important to stay close to existing
networks, but you are depending on the interface of others. You are not in control about the
decisions they make. This can be a disadvantage and a reason to create your one network.
He clearly explained the pro’s and cons of the different social media that one can use. He
especially explained how to use LinkedIn pulse.
He ended his presentation with practical recommendations.
Q&A
After the presentation there was time to ask Harmen questions
Fred Dotter Q: How do I get my network involved?
Harmen A: Ask for it, literally. Ask questions, use polls, contact specific members and ask
them to share their vision, their stories. And keep it mind that everything you, you do for
humans. So appeal to the human interest part of any story.
Fred Dotter Q About a supportable economic model. Schools may not be prepared to invest
anything at all-in the community. What options are there then?
Harmen A: Try to find a logical business partner. I specifically use the word ‘partner’ and not
sponsor. Businesses will want something concrete in return for their money. So, you should
try to find companies with products or services that will directly benefit from the Traffic Snake
Brand. That could be companies that target children (toys, children’s sportswear etc.) or
companies that have young parents as their main target group.
John Colclough Q: how often should you be active? Can you update too much
Harmen A: LinkedIn 1 time a day is more than enough. For Facebook you can do this more
often. Just make sure that you stay in the rhythm. If you always post everyday people will not
appreciate it when you do not do this for several days.
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4.2 Presentation 2: Networking in Slovenia (Katja Karba)
Katja gave a presentation about how they keep the Slovenian network vivid. She started with
explaining the situation in Slovenia to give us background information. With the start of the
TSGN they invited all schools in Slovenia to play the TSG. 83 Schools decided to start
playing. The network is still growing. The distribution among the country is quite ideal as it is
geographically equally divided among the country. They made use of a combination of
mailings and personal contact on strategical well-chosen moments (for example at the start
of school year) as a communication vehicle.
Email and telephone turned out to be a very effective way of communicating to teachers in
Slovenia, because they are not familiar with other communication channels.
The NFP in Slovenia created a checklist for schools with best practices of other schools. This
is very useful for implementing the game at a new school.
The feedback from schools on the campaign is very good. Schools are enthusiastic about the
TSG. One advantage of the Slovenian system is that teacher can get a confirmation letter
that they participated and implemented the TSG at their schools. Teacher can send this to
the ministry. They get points for this. With enough points the teacher can upgrade their
position.
They are waiting for feedback on a tender for implementing the game at a lot of schools.
This would be great for the sustainability of the TSG in Slovenia.
Q&A
Marit Gresnigt Q: Can you explain a bit more about the system about gaining points for the
teachers
Katja A: Teachers can send the confirmation letter to the ministry. When they have enough
points they can upgrade their formal position. This way they can get a higher salary.
Lasse Brand Q what is the most important step to get them involved?
Katja A It was easy to get them involved. 20/30 schools replied after the first email they send
to the schools. They were surprised about the response. After every email the number of
participating schools increased with 20 schools
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5. Attachments
5.1 Art of networking handout
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5.2 Networking in Slovenia
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